Commercial Meter Pedestals - Mounting Base Details

Installation Instructions
CMP-4000 Series

Meter pedestals are designed for pad-mount installation. Two methods can be used to install pedestals on a concrete pad.

Method 1. Use pre-fabricated mounting base assembly.

- Cat. No. MB1515 - Suitable for 15” wide x 15” deep pedestals.
- Cat. No. MB2015 - Suitable for 20” wide x 15” deep pedestals.

Install mounting base assembly flush with top surface of concrete pad, allowing mounting studs to reach above pad. Locate line and load conduits in the designated areas as shown on drawings below. Note: Barrier position ‘B’ for legacy B-Line series CMP alignment.

Caution:
Pedestals with photo-electric controls - right hand side must be facing to the North. (See drawings below)

Method 2. Use anchor bolts (5/8” dia.) pre-cast in concrete pad. Mounting hole dimensions are shown above for MB1515 (15” x 15”) and MB2015 (20” x 15”) pedestals. Locate line and load conduits the same as in Method 1.

Data subject to change without notice. Consult local utility for area acceptance. All dimensions are in inches.